and that you give us a “Yes” or “No Thanks” answer at the time of the meeting. We ask that all parties be present at the consultation to provide a comprehensive assessment.

3D drawings and a detailed proposal. Design Retainers and consultation fees are typically credited toward construction projects built by us, so you won’t feel obligated to hire us if you don’t feel it’s a good match. If you do, we will quote a “Design Retainer” to prepare scaled, full color, computer drafted plans using computer aided design. Clear drawings, we create colorful landscape designs, and we never charge extra for your time. Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

Explore ideas with sketches first. Once we have plotted your house and property lines (the functional parameters that will guide the project), we plot your yard and surrounding area, and we plot your home’s features that you will need in your design. Our talented designer will plot your design using computer aided design. Clear drawings, we create colorful landscape designs, and we never charge extra for your time. Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

We install only top quality fixtures that outlive anything else on the market. We will recommend a night lighting plan with detailed fixture printouts. Most projects include a separate professional, colorful, computer drafted night lighting plan. We usually recommend a night lighting plan for every project. We also recommend a night lighting plan for every project. We usually recommend a night lighting plan for every project.

We are a licensed contractor and Landscape Contractor, our pool projects are association approved, Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

Whether you want the ultimate family water park or a giant baja shelf & sheer waterfalls, Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

To qualify for the Free Consultation, we ask that all parties be present at the consultation to provide a comprehensive assessment. 3D drawings and a detailed proposal. Design Retainers and consultation fees are typically credited toward construction projects built by us, so you won’t feel obligated to hire us if you don’t feel it’s a good match. If you do, we will quote a “Design Retainer” to prepare scaled, full color, computer drafted plans using computer aided design. Clear drawings, we create colorful landscape designs, and we never charge extra for your time. Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

The Green Scene is uniquely qualified to handle your total project. We’re a licensed contractor and Landscape Contractor, our pool projects are association approved, Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

Since 1969 we have worked with hundreds of Home-Owners Associations and quickly approved. Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

We come prepared with hundreds of photos of our inspirational projects to help explore your design options. We often scene it first in innovative designs and colorful computer drafted plans. Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

We will recommend a night lighting plan with detailed fixture printouts. Most projects include a separate night lighting plan. Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

With over 20 colors! Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

Effective June 2012, we have added Hayward automatic cleaners, and more, maintaining it. From our award-winning control technology you demand. Whether you want the ultimate family water park or a giant baja shelf & sheer waterfalls, Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

Professional, colorful, computer drafted plans using computer aided design. Clear drawings, we create colorful landscape designs, and we never charge extra for your time. Our talented designer will walk the property with you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project. Our questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and functional parameters that will guide the project.

Every job is a self-portrait of the person who did the work. Autograph your work with excellence.

Scott Cohen, President
Free Consultation. Credited toward construction projects built by the right vibe for your garden space. At the end of the consultation meeting, if we both want you to ask us anything you want about our ideas and the services we offer. We come prepared with hundreds of photos of our inspirational projects to help explore functional parameters that will guide the project. Questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and project? How do you plan to use your yard? Your answers to these and many other...
and that you give us a “Yes” or “No Thanks” answer at the time of the meeting.

To qualify for the Free Consultation, we ask that all parties be present at the consultation credited toward construction projects built by The Green Scene.

3D drawings and a detailed proposal. Design Retainers and consultation fees are typically within our regular service areas (consultation fees apply outside these areas).

These ideas are drawn out in pencil for your review. We often "Explore ideas with sketches first" functional parameters that will guide the project. Questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and design parameters.

Based on your feedback on the concept Aided Designs
Innovative Computer-Drawings, we create colorful landscape renderings, we bring your new landscaping to light! We create a dramatic after-dark effect that professional, colorful, computer drafted renders will show you the night lighting plan with detailed fixture recommendations and a pricing worksheet.

Night lighting is very important in making your landscape easy to understand and visualize. We will install only top quality fixtures that maintain it. From our award-winning control systems and pool and spa heaters to waterfalls, efficient and hassle-free than ever before. With today's pool and spa products, you can spend time enjoying your pool and spa, rather than maintaining it. From our award-winning Hayward automatic cleaners, and more, controlling your pool with your phone is easy!

THE GREEN SCENE is uniquely qualified to handle your total project. We're a licensed landscape, pool and general construction contractor, which means trained and experienced Home Owners Association approved Green Scene crews are on the job every step of the way. No excuses and no headaches. "Why struggle to coordinate multiple contractors... when the Green Scene can do it all?"

Garden Artisan Scott Cohen, Supervising Designer & President of The Green Scene Inc., is an acclaimed professional, writer, and licensed contractor, and oversees the design and construction of all Green Scene projects. Scott serves as our Supervising Designer Contractor, and Outdoor Fireplaces and Fire Pits.

A charismatic and entertaining speaker, Cohen is also the author of eight design and construction books and is a regular speaker at Homeowners' Associations and other venues. His company provides village centers, recreation areas, and central gathering places, as well as beautiful home gardens and personal retreats.

Our work is characterized by our dedication to our clients, our commitment to results, and our passion for excellence. We are committed to providing you with the best possible experience, from start to finish. Our team of experts will work closely with you to ensure that your vision becomes a reality, and our attention to detail will ensure that every aspect of your project is executed to perfection.

Whether you want a unique family outdoor space or a contemporary, low-maintenance yard, we can help you create something that will bring your outdoor living space to life! From concept to completion, our team will work closely with you to understand your needs and create a design that meets your vision and budget.

The Green Scene is your source for innovative designs, colorful computer drafted plans, realistic conceptual renderings, full color renderings, competitive pricing, night lighting, automatic cleaners, and more...

Contact us today to schedule your consultation! We're happy to discuss your ideas and answer any questions you may have. Call us at 800/675-5296 or visit our website, www.greenscenelandscaping.com, to learn more about our services and portfolio.

[Address]

21220 Devonshire street, #102
Chatsworth, CA 91311

800/675-5296

Visit our website at www.greenscenelandscaping.com

Buy our books on-line at www.greenscenelandscapes.com

"A garden is a place of peace. A garden is a place of beauty. A garden is a place of tranquility. A garden is a place of joy. A garden is a place of wonder. A garden is a place of inspiration."

Scott Cohen, President

Join the Green Scene and experience the difference! Call us today to schedule your consultation: 800/675-5296.

Scott Cohen, Garden designer, author, and licensed contractor & President of The Green Scene Inc., is an acclaimed professional, writer, and licensed contractor. Garden Artisan Scott Cohen, Supervising Designer & President of The Green Scene Inc., is an acclaimed professional, writer, and licensed contractor. Scott Cohen is also the author of eight design and construction books and a regular speaker at Homeowners' Associations and other venues. His company provides village centers, recreation areas, and central gathering places, as well as beautiful home gardens and personal retreats.

"Every job is a self-portrait of the person who did the work. Autograph your work with excellence." - Scott Cohen, President
3.**In-Pool Tables**

If the idea of hanging out in the shade of an umbrella while also sitting in your pool sounds appealing, you may want to consider In-Pool Tables. More intimate than a swim-up bar, and reminiscent of vacation luxury, In-Pool Tables are perfect for socializing, playing an In-Pool Table. Typically six to twelve inches deep, Baja Shelves and troughs are used to add striking waterfeatures that invite you to relax in an almost tropical atmosphere.

**Baja Shelves**

These pleasure platforms provide the perfect place to indulge your poolside appetite. While enjoying the warmth of El Sol, or beating the heat beneath a large umbrella. Typically six to twelve inches deep, Baja Shelves are perfect for swimming pool sounds. Vanishing Edge Pools are always among the most used features in any aquatic setting, while they're not meant for every yard, these pools draws you into the view, while generating the soothing sound of falling water. Vanishing edge pools have almost always taken your breath away. The Vanishing Edge, the vanishing edge, is a popular among homeowners interested in making their swimming pool design features elegant and primitive at the same time. The Vanishing Edge creates subtle visual drama that almost hypnotically creates a connection between the indoors and outdoors. The Vanishing Edge is an enduring favorite that is experiencing a current surge in popularity. Modern design can also be a great way to make the most out of limited spaces with uncluttered layouts and simple, yet dramatic forms. The concept of modern design is an enduring favorite that is experiencing a current surge in popularity. Modern design can also be a great way to make the most out of limited spaces with uncluttered layouts and simple, yet dramatic forms. The concept of contemporary design is an enduring favorite that is experiencing a current surge in popularity.

**Spas**

Spas are always among the most used features in any aquatic setting. Recently spas that feature infinity Spas have become extremely popular among homeowners interested in making their swimming pool design features elegant and primitive at the same time. The Vanishing Edge creates subtle visual drama that almost hypnotically creates a connection between the indoors and outdoors. The Vanishing Edge is an enduring favorite that is experiencing a current surge in popularity. Modern design can also be a great way to make the most out of limited spaces with uncluttered layouts and simple, yet dramatic forms. The concept of contemporary design is an enduring favorite that is experiencing a current surge in popularity.

4.**DESIGNING WITH FIRE AND WATER**

**Let The Spell of Your Dreams!**

Come to the best source in Arizona for outdoor living. We specialize in outdoor living, outdoor cooking, outdoor fire, and water features. We have some of the hottest trends we’re seeing in outdoor design.

**Fire and Water Features**

Used alone, fire and water each have their own attractions, but bring them together and the appeal is nearly irresistible! The addition of the fire element is one of the hottest trends we’re seeing in outdoor design.

**Fire**

Fire takes you away from wherever you are. It relaxes and soothes. When you’re gazing at the flames, you’re not thinking about your to-do list. You’re not thinking about anything. You’re thinking about the fire and how it makes you feel. You're thinking about the fire and how it makes you feel. Fire and water features are perfect for adding a sense of tranquility to your outdoor space. The addition of a water feature such as a fountain, waterfall, or pond can create a peaceful and relaxing atmosphere.

**Water**

Water features such as fountains, waterfalls, and ponds can be added to any outdoor space to create a calming and serene atmosphere. The sound of water can be soothing and can help to reduce stress and anxiety. The sight of water can also be very relaxing. Water features can be incorporated into the landscape design to create a focal point or to add visual interest to a space.

**Fire and Water Features**

Fire and water features are perfect for adding a sense of tranquility to your outdoor space. The addition of a water feature such as a fountain, waterfall, or pond can create a peaceful and relaxing atmosphere.

**Fire and Water Features**

Fire and water features are perfect for adding a sense of tranquility to your outdoor space. The addition of a water feature such as a fountain, waterfall, or pond can create a peaceful and relaxing atmosphere.

5.**CUSTOM OUTDOOR KITCHENS & BBQ COUNTERTOPS**

**The Best Home-Made Pizzas Are Under The Dome…**

The Dome Grill for an authentic stone oven experience. Used alone, fire and water each have their own attractions, but bring them together and the appeal is nearly irresistible! The addition of the fire element is one of the hottest trends we’re seeing in outdoor design.

**Pizza Party!**

The Dome Grill for an authentic stone oven experience. Used alone, fire and water each have their own attractions, but bring them together and the appeal is nearly irresistible! The addition of the fire element is one of the hottest trends we’re seeing in outdoor design.

**FOOD-TIP:** Ask some local chefs to stop by. Some of our neighbors have been featured on cooking shows, like Food Network. We have an outdoor area that’s perfect for helping out our neighbors with some food and fun! **WE LOVE THE VERSATILITY OF THESE COLORFUL DOME GRILLS.**

**Pro-Tip:** Add some wood chips to your fire. Sometimes that takes the meal to another level. This is a great place to grill up some chicken, ribs, and fish, but the pizzas are our specialty! Our neighbors have been featured on cooking shows, like Food Network. We have an outdoor area that’s perfect for helping out our neighbors with some food and fun! **WE LOVE THE VERSATILITY OF THESE COLORFUL DOME GRILLS.**
TOP POOL DESIGN TRENDS

1. RAINFOREST BAY
   - An aquatic paradise that turns your pool into a lush tropical oasis.
   - Featuring waterfalls, cascading rock walls, and a variety of plant life.
   - Perfect for creating a soothing and relaxing atmosphere.

2. CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
   - A sleek, minimalist approach that celebrates clean lines and modern materials.
   - Ideal for spaces that want to make a statement with a bold, futuristic look.

3. INFINITY POOLS
   - A stunning design that seamlessly integrates the pool with the surrounding landscape.
   - Creates an illusion of endless space, making the pool appear larger and more inviting.

4. THE UMBRELLA EDGE
   - Umbrella-shaped pavers cast are used for the pool deck, creating a unique and eye-catching feature.
   - Adds a touch of elegance and sophistication to the overall design.

DESIGNING WITH FIRE AND WATER

1. RAINFOREST BAY
   - Waterfalls and cascading rock walls transform the pool into a natural wonderland.
   - The combination of water and light creates a mesmerizing effect.

2. INFINITY POOLS
   - The pool blends almost imperceptibly with the sky, creating an almost vanishing edge effect.
   - The water flows effortlessly, mimicking the ocean.

3. THE UMBRELLA EDGE
   - Umbrella-shaped pavers cast are used for the pool deck, adding a dramatic and unique touch.
   - The design is both practical and visually stunning.

THE VANISHING EDGE

• The Vanishing Edge brings the water to the edge of the pool, creating an almost seamless transition to the surrounding landscape.
• This design is perfect for small spaces and for pools that want to make the most of limited room.
• It creates a stunning focal point that draws the eye and makes the pool appear even larger.

GREAT GARDENS

1. Baja Shelves
   - These above-ground shelves are a fun addition to any pool area.
   - They are perfect for placing beverages, snacks, and pool toys.

2. Infinity Bars
   - Keep the party going all day long with these bars.
   - They come with a sink, refrigerator, and storage space for all your poolside essentials.

3. Raingarden Tables
   - These tables offer a combination of beauty and functionality.
   - They feature a glass top for a modern look and are perfect for outdoor dining.

INFINITY BARS & RAINGARDEN POOL TABLES

• These tables are perfect for a casual poolside gathering.
• They come with a built-in sink and refrigerator for convenience.

THE BEST GOURMET DISHES

1. Spas
   - These are always among the most used features in any pool area.
   - Adds a luxurious touch to your pool experience.

2. Infinity Bars
   - Ideal for enjoying a cocktail or a light snack in the comfort of the pool area.
   - Perfect for hosting poolside parties.

3. Raingarden Tables
   - Great for having meals or enjoying a glass of wine.
   - Adds a touch of elegance to any pool area.

THE BEST HOME-MADE PIZZAS ARE UNDER THE DOME...

1. We love the versatility of these colorful dome grills.
2. Get the Edge...• Brilliant Black• Copper• Silver• Cobalt Blue• Ragin' Red
3. Choose your favorite• ROMANO(Rope Edge)• CLASSICO(Square Edge)• CONTEMPO
4. And more!• PLANT INFORMATION• VIDEO CLIPS OF OUR PROJECTS• DESIGN IDEAS• MAGAZINE FEATURES• TESTIMONIALS• HGTV APPEARANCES• COLOR SAMPLES
5. • PRO-TIP: • Add some drink to your pizza. Drink first and add a slice or two. • Of course, they are great for steaks, chicken, ribs, and fish, but the pizzas are the best! Family and guests have so much fun making their own pizzas and even your kids can help out.
6. • THE BEST HOME-MADE PIZZAS ARE UNDER THE DOME... • WE LOVE THE VERSATILITY OF THESE COLORFUL DOME GRILLS. • "WE LOVE THE VERSATILITY OF THESE COLORFUL DOME GRILLS."
7. • • GRILLING THINGS UP OUTDOORS... • THE BEST HOME-MADE PIZZAS ARE UNDER THE DOME... • THE BEST HOME-MADE PIZZAS ARE UNDER THE DOME...
8. • THE BEST HOME-MADE PIZZAS ARE UNDER THE DOME... • THE BEST HOME-MADE PIZZAS ARE UNDER THE DOME... • THE BEST HOME-MADE PIZZAS ARE UNDER THE DOME...
In-Pool Tables

More intimate than a swim-up bar, and reminiscent of sitting in your favorite lounge chair by the beach, In-Pool Tables provide the perfect place to enjoy your pool's soothing water while taking in the sounds of the waves. When it comes to custom design, the possibilities are endless! Whether your pool sounds appealing, you may want to consider the warm of El Sol, or beating the heat beneath a large umbrella. Typically six to twelve inches deep, Baja Shelves provide a unique pleasure platform for lounging and especially so for spaces that include water, contemporary, or resort-like feel.

Spas

Popular among homeowners interested in making their current surge in popularity. Modern design can also be a great way to enhance your swimming pool design features, upping the style and drama of your space. With this beautiful design detail, spas become the standard bearer for great designs and project the look of a resort within your own backyard. By far one of the most popular and enduring swimming pool design features are spas. 360-degree overflow designs have become so common that it seems like almost every yard now has a spa. The Vanishing Edge creates subtle visual drama that almost hypnotically draws you into the view, while generating the soothing sound of falling water. Vanishing edge pools have almost always taken your breath away.

Modern Design

Today, fire and water make great combinations. Pair them up, and you have the perfect match. In fact, most people, when they think of an outdoor fireplace, they think of fire and water! Fire Around the Pool has decades of experience in outdoor fireplaces and fire pits. The high-quality materials and experienced craftsmanship of Fire Around the Pool ensures that each custom piece is built to last. The appeal is nearly irresistible! The addition of the fire element is one of the hottest trends we’re seeing in outdoor design. Used alone, fire and water each have their own attractions, but bring them together in a single space and the appeal is nearly irresistible! The addition of the fire element is one of the hottest trends we’re seeing in outdoor design.

Outdoor Kitchens

Polished Concrete Countertops

Our stylish custom countertops are designed with exactly the colors, features and layout you want. Plus, our exclusive cast concrete construction method is as tough as it is beautiful. We create one-of-a-kind custom counters by embedding the stone mixture with a variety of colors and finishes. We can mix and match colors and finishes, or create one-of-a-kind countertops that are as unique as your personality and style. Let us build your dream kitchen… outdoors!

The Vanishing Edge

Baja Shelves provide the perfect place to enjoy your pool’s soothing water while staying on the warm of El Sol, or beating the heat beneath a large umbrella. Typically six to twelve inches deep, Baja Shelves provide a unique pleasure platform for lounging and especially so for spaces that include water, contemporary, or resort-like feel.

Top Pool Design Trends

The Vanishing Edge

Top Pool Design Trends

Pizza Party!

While your grill may be great for steaks, chicken, ribs, and fish, but the pizzas are the real party starters! The Dome Grill for an authentic wood-fired pizza oven flavor! . We love this grill for Rotisserie cooking. The motor is hidden inside, gear driven, quiet and strong! Check out the separately granite finishing tools to create a beautiful and extremely durable outdoor kitchen counter.

Couple of "Ledge Loungers" for a truly elegant setting.

Sitting in your favorite lounge chair by the beach, and reminiscent of sitting in your favorite lounge chair by the beach, In-Pool Tables provide the perfect place to enjoy your pool's soothing water while taking in the sounds of the waves. When it comes to custom design, the possibilities are endless! Whether your pool sounds appealing, you may want to consider the warm of El Sol, or beating the heat beneath a large umbrella. Typically six to twelve inches deep, Baja Shelves provide a unique pleasure platform for lounging and especially so for spaces that include water, contemporary, or resort-like feel.

In-Pool Tables

New Infinity Pools

A couple of "Ledge Loungers" for a truly elegant setting.

In-Pool Tables

New Infinity Pools

New Infinity Pools
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# Pizza Party!
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**Pro-Tip:** Ask some local chefs for tips! Give them a call and ask what they have found works best in their yards!
and that you give us a “Yes” or “No Thanks” answer at the time of the meeting.

To qualify for the Green Scene.

3D drawings and a detailed proposal. Design Retainers and consultation fees are typically
feel it’s a good match, then we will quote a “Design Retainer” to prepare scaled, full color,

we want you to ask us anything you want about our ideas and the services we offer.

With you and discuss ideas for improvements. We ask a lot of questions and

Provide several ideas from which you can choose.

These ideas are drawn out in pencil for your review. We often

Once we have plotted your house and property lines (the base map”), our design team will begin conceptual drawings.

Explore ideas with sketches first. Questions create a foundation for our design work, and set important budget and

What style is your house? What theme would you like for your landscape and hardscape

D

The Green Scene is uniquely qualified to handle your total project. We’re a licensed

Design Questionnaire. Your answers help us better understand your wants and needs.

Professional

Installation of your Green Scene project.

We charge for design work. Design fees

Typically run between $1000 and $2500, when you hire us the design is free!

Home Owners

Proposed layout of landscaping, hardscaping, and detailed printouts will show you the plans using computer aided design. Clear

Based on your feedback on the concept Aided Designs

Innovative Computer-

Rawings, we create colorful landscape

Excellent

design and execution! You get what you pay for… first rate

Every job is a self-portrait of the person who did the work. Autograph your work with excellence.”

Scott Cohen, President

& President of The Green Scene Inc., is an acclaimed

also the author of eight design and construction

A charismatic and entertaining speaker, Cohen is

frequently on HGTV and in numerous books and

in landscape, pool and general construction

President

& President of The Green Scene Inc., is an acclaimed

and oversees the design and construction

Scott serves as our Supervising Designer
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& President of The Green Scene Inc., is an acclaimed

and oversees the design and construction

Scott serves as our Supervising Designer

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION

Call our office to schedule a design consultation. It’s free.

We come prepared with hundreds of photos of our implemented projects to help inspire

Design clients to inspire them. Design clients are provided a shortlist of materials and costs

for the concept shown. The final presentation will be a 3D computer generated representation of what

The Green Scene delivered a stellar ‘landscape for our dream home!’

Thank you Green Scene for making our backyard

a staycation for
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Thank you Green Scene for making our backyard

quality craftsmanship is not necessary. We believe every project is a reflection of your personal values and

their work. They are easy to work with and most of all the

us to enjoy everyday.

something to be so proud of and a staycation for
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